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Introduction:  In 2005, a 350 kg porous copper
impactor will impact the short period comet
9P/Temple with a velocity of 10.l km/s.  The colli-
sion will be observed by a companion spacecraft and
the resulting crater resolved during a closest approach
of 500 km.  The purpose of this NASA Discovery
mission "Deep Impact" (DI) will be to expose pristine
material for spectroscopic analyses and to use the
impact crater to assess the nature of the surface and
subsurface.  Laboratory impact experiments at the
NASA Ames Vertical Gun Range (AVGR) allow
exploring the effect of various impactor and target
variables on both crater evolution and crater dimen-
sions.
Crater Scaling:   Numerous studies have previously
assessed the effect of critical independent variables in
crater size (e.g., 1, 2, 3).  Impact on Temple 1, how-
ever, may stretch extrapolation of proposed scaling
relations due to the low gravity (0.08 cm/s2) or un-
usual surface properties (low density).  At one ex-
treme, a highly porous surface may result in a com-
pression crater with little ejecta or surface expression.
At the other extreme, the comet is composed of low-
strength, porous particulates limited in its dimensions
only by its meager surface gravity.

Mission imaging sequences for DI require
planning for the maximum crater size; consequently,
initial estimates focused on direct extrapolations of
gravity-controlled scaling relations.  Such extrapola-
tions predict a rim-rim crater diameter of about 90 m
and depth of nearly 20 m for a target density of 1
g/cc.  This estimate is based, however, on a momen-
tum/energy scaling exponent α/3 = 0.19 of the pi-2
scaling parameter based on an average of low and
high-velocity impacts into quartz or flint/shot sand.
Experimental data at very high velocities (>3 km/s)
indicate that energy scaling dominates as hyperve-
locity conditions apply to both impactor and target,
rather than just the target (3, 4).  This extrapolation
predicts a maximum diameter of 115 m and depth of
23 m.   Such a crater will take as long as 200 seconds
to form.

The use of well-sorted quartz or flint/shot
particulates, however, most likely is not an adequate
simulation of the comet surface materials.  Com-
pacted pumice dust (density of 1.5 g/cc) is character-
ized by a range of fine particles with irregular shapes.
As a result, this material exhibits significant cohesion
(high internal angle of friction) under static condi-
tions (5).  Experimental data using pumice targets for
a range of projectile sizes and velocities, however,
indicate that gravity (rather than strength) scaling

applies.  Nevertheless, cratering efficiency is reduced
by a factor of two.  This reduction is attributed to
internal energy losses by pore-space collapse during
the initial compression/coupling stage, as is evident
in compressed floor material and impactor deforma-
tion/melting.  Even though this target material does
exhibit high cohesion under static conditions, crater
excavation occurs under dynamic extension behind
the propagating shock.  Such conditions are evident
in the increased target porosity well beyond the exca-
vation rim of the final crater.

 The density ratio between impactor and
target also may affect crater formation.  Experimental
data reveal that even large density contrasts do not
significantly affect crater scaling for gravity-
controlled growth and can be accomodated by a
cube-root dependence (5).  Target density, however,
is related to porosity, which affects both the peak
pressure and its decay through the target.  Conse-
quently, experiments were performed with fluffed
pumice dust reducing the bulk density of 1.1g/cc with
a porosity of 50%.  A rod dropped from 0.5 m will
penetrate completely through this target, yet  a hy-
pervelocity aluminum or copper impactor will not
penetrate beneath the crater floor.  Ultra-low density
targets of microspheres (0.1 g/cc) and vermiculite
(0.09 g/cc) also have little effect on scaling at hyper-
velocities (>5 km/s).  Figure 1 summarizes cratering
efficiencies for a wide range of target types.

These experiments indicate that impac-
tor/target density ratios, target porosity, and cohesion
all have little effect on crater scaling of loose par-
ticulates at 1-g.  Highly compressible fluffed pumice
targets reduce cratering efficiency due to internal
energy losses but still follow gravity scaling because
excavation occurs under extension.

Can gravity scaling be extended to 0.08
gm/s2?  This may not be answered until 2005 where
such  an experiment finally can be made.  Neverthe-
less, small bowl-shaped craters exist on Mathilda.
Blocks and boulders on both Mathilda and Eros may
represent breccias created by compressed regolith
materials, rather that competent excavated substrates.
Impact experiments using sand do not generate such
compression, whereas pumice does.  One of the more
critical unknowns will be the transmission of the
compression wave through a highly porous regolith.
If the AVGR experiment could be done at 0.08 cm/s 2,
the crater rim would be almost 5 times farther with
the peak pressure reduced by 30 and the terminal
ballistic ejection velocity approaching 10 cm/s (ver-
sus 50 cm/s at one-g).

In a completely strengthless target, crater
scaling should follow predictions.  But very small
strength differences (laterally or with depth) would
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affect the final crater size.  The presence of volatiles
and complex organics also could create back pressure
or chemical energy release that can offset such ef-
fects.  Hypervelocity impact experiments using dry
ice at the impact point have been observed to aug-
ment cratering efficiency at one-g.  Vapor driven
downward into the cavity create a back pressure that
boosts crater growth in strengthless targets.
Crater Evolution: Witnessing crater formation on
comet Temple 1 will help to constrain interpretations
based only on the final morphology.  Even though the
crater will not be resolved at impact, the ejecta cur-
tain should be resolvable either directly or through its
shadow if formed in a particulate target.  Three ob-
servables will assist in intepretations.  First, pho-
tometry of the impact plume will be related to the
porosity and structure of the target.  Ongoing experi-
ments are assessing these effects (6).  Thermal radia-
tion, however, will only partly control the light out-
put.  Strong aluminum oxide molecular bands due to
aluminum within the impactor also will contribute
significantly to peak intensity.  Second, the shape and
expansion rate of the ejecta curtain (directly or
through its shadow on the surface) will provide an
indirect measure of crater growth.  If strength limits
crater growth, the ejecta curtain will detach from the
crater (and perhaps the comet).  Curtain advance and
opacity, however, also will be affected by target
properties.  Experiments reveal that very high poros-
ity targets produce high ejection angles (60°) in con-
trast with sand and pumice (45° - 50°).  Moreover, a
layered target highly (porous surface layers) will re-
sult in a significantly thinner curtain.  Third, the
opacity of the curtain through time is related to the
evolving number density within the ejecta sheet and
crater scaling.  It is very unlikely that the ejecta cur-
tain will form a uniform sheet as in experiments us-
ing a narrow range of particle sizes.  Instead, experi-
ments using natural particulates demonstrate that the
curtain forms clumps and gaps due to inhomogene-
ities in the target and the effect of electrostatic forces
(7) which should become more important under very
low gravity.

Theoretical/empirical models ejecta curtain
growth can be readily constructed from existing ana-
lytical models.  They also can be extrapolated to low-
g from direct observations of the curtain in the labo-
ratory at 1-g using 3D-PIV (see 8).  This technique
allows simultaneously measuring the evolution of the
ejecta curtain dimensions (size and width), opacity,
constituent ejection angles, and ejection velocities for
a wide range of projectile/target properties.  Even
though gravity eventually limits crater growth, meas-
ured particle motions in the target beyond the rim
allow assessing peak pressure decay and material
flow affecting the potential growth at much lower
gravity.  Figure 2 illustrates the evolving curtain slice
in one series of experiments at 1 km/s.
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Figure 1. Comparison of cratering efficiencies as a function
of the pi-2 scaling parameter for targets with different po-
rosities and compressibilities.  The reduced efficiency for
pumice reflects energy losses due to pore-space collapse
and compression with the pumice.  Values of pi-2 for Deep
Impact require extrapolation to much lower values (log
value near -11) due to the low gravity.

Figure 2. Evolving ejecta curtain slices using 3-D-PIV.
Times indicate frame times (not times of grater growth).
Curtain width is initially broad and chaotic. Thins, and then
broadens with time.  Dense central plume is created by
vertical plume of fine debris.  All experiments were under
vacuum conditions.
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